
  

BY PABLO ESCOBAR’S BROTHER 
 

 
After making $100 billion dollars, Roberto Escobar 

launches the dietbitcoin “DDX” cryptocurrency! HURRY! 

PABLO ESCOBAR’S BROTHER, ROBERTO ESCOBAR WHO 

MADE OVER $100 BILLION DOLLARS DURING HIS CAREER, 

HAS NOW LAUNCHED THE DIETBITCOIN (DDX) 

CRYPTOCURRENCY 

Roberto Escobar’s goal is to crush all the competition, including Bitcoin which Roberto 

Escobar claims was created by the US Government. In his free 280-page book, Roberto 

Escobar explains how the CIA was behind Bitcoin from inception. Roberto Escobar 

further believes that the US Government has plans to kill the value of Bitcoin. 

 

“Keep the Ethereum, keep the TRON, 

keep the Ripple, keep the Bitcoin. You 

will see what happens. They will all go 

to zero, almost zero. But not my coin.”  

-Roberto de Jesus Escobar Gaviria 

BUY DIETBITCOIN NOW: 

www.dietbitcoinico.org 

$2 PER COIN ONLY FOR A 

LIMITED TIME!! HURRY! 

http://www.dietbitcoinico.org/
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DOWNLOAD WHITEPAPER 

www.dietbitcoinico.org/ddx.pdf 

DOWNLOAD ROBERTO ESCOBARS BOOK “PABLO ESCOBAR’S DIETBITCOIN”  

www.dietbitcoinico.org/book.pdf 
 

WHAT IS DIETBITCOIN? 

dietbitcoin is a faster, lighter alternative to bitcoin. dietbitcoin uses peer-to-peer 

technology to operate with no central authority or banks; managing transactions and 

the issuing of dietbitcoins is carried out collectively by the network. dietbitcoin is open-

source; its design is public, nobody owns or controls dietbitcoin and everyone can 

take part. Through many of its unique properties, dietbitcoin allows exciting uses that 

could not be covered by any previous payment system. dietbitcoin uses a blockchain 

which is not controlled by any third party nor government agency. It is open source 

which allows for increased security. All transactions are recorded on the blockchain, 

which is decentralized and spread across a global network of computers. 

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DIETBITCOIN AND OTHER COINS 

Getting started with dietbitcoin core is fast and much easier than Bitcoin core. 
dietbitcoin is a custom fork off of the main Bitcoin network. Bootstrapping dietbitcoin 
is much faster than Bitcoin, and greatly reduces overhead costs and headaches that are 
typically associated with running a Bitcoin Full-Node. Transfer costs for dietbitcoin are 

less than Bitcoin, while transfer speeds are faster. Furthermore, the dietbitcoin 
platform, and its well-timed launch enables the open source community to have greater 

flexibility when choosing future network enhancements and innovative protocol 
changes. 

dietbitcoin (DDX) is Roberto Escobar’s gift to the world.  

ICO: 

ICO CROWDSALE INFO: 1,000,000 coins 
PRE-ICO ROUND 1: 300,000 at $50 

LIMITED TIME ONLY 
PRE-ICO ROUND 2: 300,000 at $100 

ICO (1ROUND ONLY): 400,000 at $1,000 
ICO ENDS MAY 16, 2018 

COIN SPECIFICATIONS: 
NAME: dietbitcoin 

SYMBOL: DDX 
TOTAL COIN SUPPLY: APPROXIMATELY 

1,800,000 AT LAUNCH 
TOTAL POSSIBLE SUPPLY: 21,000,000 

ALGO: SHA-256 
TYPE: PoW 

MINING POOL: COMING SOON 

www.dietbitcoinico.org  

$2 PER COIN ONLY FOR A 

LIMITED TIME!! HURRY! 

http://www.dietbitcoinico.org/ddx.pdf
http://www.dietbitcoinico.org/book.pdf
http://www.dietbitcoinico.org/

